
‘Huge ideological work has to go on every day to produce this mouse
that people can recognize as the English.’ Thus observes Stuart Hall, one
of the foremost practitioners of black cultural studies in Britain.1 For
Hall, the transformation of English national identity began with
Margaret Thatcher’s 1979 government. The contemporary production
of Englishness became, and continues to be, labour-intensive because
England had lost the material foundation of that identity: an overseas
empire, economic prosperity and global political prestige. To add to
England’s travails, the old empire has been replaced by the ‘Empire
Within’, generated by flows of black immigration to the British main-
land that started in the 1940s and have become increasingly unwelcome
to a number of white Britons. As a result, the recently reformulated
Englishness – variously referred to as ‘the new racism’ or ‘Thatcherism’
– equates national community with the white race.2 This nationalist 
discourse eschews the openly racist language of biological superiority
and uses instead the more coded language of cultural difference to pro-
mote an English nation that is culturally homogeneous and exclusively
white.

This account of post-imperial Englishness has become hegemonic in
British cultural studies. Its most substantial example remains Paul
Gilroy’s 1987 landmark ‘There Ain’t No Black in the Union Jack’.3 Literary
studies too have adopted this perspective, as is evident in the recent dis-
cussions by Simon Gikandi and Ian Baucom of 1980s British literary pol-
itics.4 One of the problems with this approach is that it remains entirely
mainland: contemporary Englishness is regarded as arising only in
response to diasporic immigration. This perspective excludes the possi-
bility that international elements may be involved in the formation of this
national identity. Contra Gilroy et al., I want to suggest that white metro-
politan identity develops not only through its black subjects ‘at home’ but
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108 Transnationalism and race

also through those who continue to live abroad, in postcolonial countries
that once ‘belonged’ to the British Empire.

Other scholars have recently recognised the transnational, or
(post)colonial, circuits of contemporary Englishness.5 Their approach
construes this national culture as a version of neo-colonialism with the
trappings of liberal cosmopolitanism. Graham Huggan’s account of the
Booker Prize industry, and its invention of a ‘postcolonial exotic’, exem-
plifies this intellectual project. Huggan’s approach makes the metropoli-
tan literary industry central to the production and circulation of
Englishness.6 His analysis makes clear how its publication, adjudication
and consumption of postcolonial literatures allow the English to reinvent
their empire. The country is recentred as a sovereign international power;
its capital is both cultural and financial. If the dominant features of
Englishness, according to Paul Gilroy, are its xenophobia and paranoia,
for Huggan it is corrosive paternalism that best describes this national dis-
position. Looking at its cultural relations with its former colonies,
Huggan uncovers the ways that metropolitan Britain arrogates authority
over them. Huggan tends however to rely on India to illustrate the neo-
colonial dynamic between the metropole and postcolony. His discussion
of Booker Prize exoticism, for instance, centres on the examples of Salman
Rushdie and Arundhati Roy. This leaves unclear how far such a dynamic
might describe the relationship of England to other parts of ‘its’ empire,
such as Africa and the Caribbean.

These diasporic and postcolonial perspectives respectively contribute
in important ways to the analysis of post-imperial Englishness. However,
neither one on its own is adequate to explain how contemporary
Englishness has articulated with South Africa. The cultural identity that
has emerged through this articulation contains elements both of Gilroy’s
xenophobia and of Huggan’s neo-colonial paternalism. This is partly
because of the singular, variable political relationship between the two
countries from 1910 South African Union onwards. While remaining a
prominent part of the visual architecture of the historic empire – South
Africa House borders Trafalgar Square, along with Australia and Canada
– for many years South Africa stood neither fully inside nor firmly out-
side the political imaginary of the British Commonwealth. In many
senses, it stood as a disgraced family member, formally excluded in 1961.
To add to the complexity, London became a nexus of anti-apartheid
activism: it provided the headquarters of the exiled African National
Congress. Many South African academics moved to London, taking up
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Transnational productions of Englishness 109

residence in the School of Oriental and African Studies, and several of
South Africa’s progressive intellectuals, including Roger van Zwanenburg
and Ros de Lanarolle, left South Africa to set up publishing houses in
London.

It is the operation of publishing houses that I am going to address
here. I deal with the flurry of metropolitan interest in South Africa that
began in the mid-1980s and ended in the early 1990s. I look at how main-
stream publishers made South Africa available for popular consumption,
and what this tells us about post-imperial Englishness in the metropole.
It is important to differentiate the operations of these mainstream pub-
lishing houses – Penguin, Bloomsbury, Abacus, The Women’s Press and
Pandora – from those of radical black and socialist presses such as Zed,
Pluto, New Beacon, Karnak House and Bogle L’Ouverture. The latter deal
with a small politically committed target readership that by definition
stands at a remove from hegemonic English political culture. These are
not my primary concern. Neither is a study of the ideology of the publi-
cation list of equally specialist literature presses, the Heinemann African
Writers Series and Longman. I am interested here in the South African
books selected for consecration within what Pierre Bourdieu refers to as
‘middle-brow’culture.7 My analysis proceeds from the knowledge that the
majority of black South African texts are consistently ignored by the
mainstream houses and published only by specialist presses. Mainstream
houses favour white South African material to a disproportionate degree.
While I will touch on this process of textual inclusion and exclusion, my
focus is on the ideological work these presses perform to commodify
those books that they have selected. I examine their mechanisms for
appealing to a general white readership.

The readership that these publishers target has a humanitarian con-
cern for the racial injustices of apartheid South Africa. Metropolitan
presses were quick to capitalise on the expanded prominence of the
South African anti-apartheid struggle in the media. From late 1984,
when popular uprising intensified, British television and newspapers
across the spectrum devoted frequent and extensive coverage to the
police brutalities and militant resistance occurring in the streets of South
Africa. It was shortly after this that the flurry of publications began.
Mainstream feminist presses were heavily invested in this process. The
Women’s Press – headed by the South African Ros de Lanarolle – and
Pandora were among the most energetic publishers of South African
material at this time. Many of the materials they, Penguin and
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110 Transnationalism and race

Bloomsbury published were not originally written for commercial met-
ropolitan purposes. These include political speeches, essays, autobiog-
raphy, personal letters and academic sociological studies. Several of these
texts were reprints of works by dead authors – including late nineteenth
to early twentieth-century feminist Olive Schreiner, the Ruth First prison
memoirs, Steve Biko’s collection of writings. The topical interest in South
African political activists Steve Biko and Ruth First was compounded by
their rendition into film: these publications were timed to coincide with
the release of biopics, Richard Attenborough’s Cry Freedom and Chris
Menges’s A World Apart.

I focus here on the cultural labour of blurb writers. Their efforts to
render non-commercial books into cross-over commodities – and, more
generally, to make South Africa resonate with metropolitan white
Englishness – make a significant if generally neglected archive for cul-
tural sociology. It is a crucial irony that the aspects of South Africa that
are most threatening for metropolitan subject constitution are also their
greatest potential selling points: these are the contemporary movement
for political emancipation and the historical relationship between the
two countries. My first section addresses the impact of the contempo-
rary liberation movement; I then go on to explore the historical rela-
tionship. The metropolitan commodification of anti-racist political
movement thoroughly bears out Paul Gilroy’s suggestion that ‘it is easier
to talk about racism than about black emancipation’.8 The translation
of black emancipation into consumable commodity involves more than
turning black subjects into victims; it also involves the partial redefini-
tion of ‘the political’ itself away from a social to an epistemological
domain. Political emancipation, I argue, gets rewritten as the salvation
of society through the white female intellectual, and her salvation
through knowledge. The commodification of history, I suggest, rewrites
the past to turn white English South Africa into the primary fatality of
apartheid’s 1948 inauguration. A particular form of imperialist nostal-
gia is deployed to disassociate historical English rule from racist logic,
and to install the empire as the lamented, rightful custodians of black
development into political modernity.

Making anti-racist politics palatable

If public sympathy for violently oppressed black South Africans
prompted these publications, the ideological work needed to persuade
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Transnational productions of Englishness 111

their target public to buy these products was far from simple, since white
English responses to black political agency were highly ambivalent by
the time South Africa’s government declared its first state of emergency
in 1985. Triggering English ambivalence were several metropolitan
events of the 1980s, among them the so-called race riots of 1981 and
1984.9 Instead of presenting these as rational responses to racial injus-
tice, the media presented them as senseless, random acts of lawless vio-
lence perpetrated by a criminal youth subculture. The resultant
post-imperial social vision equated Englishness with commonsensical
‘law and order’. Its circular logic identified white subjects as the exclu-
sive bearers of political reason. During and immediately after this same
period, South African activists were following the ANC’s command to
‘make South African ungovernable’. The portrayal by the British media
of turbulent black resistance must have created discomfort in a white
metropole itself recently destabilised by the energetic protests conducted
by its own black population.

The tactics deployed to sell the South African liberation struggle to
white English readers consequently seek to depoliticise black authors
and centre white women as the most significant agents of anti-racist
movement. White women become the bearers of dynamic political
authority; black women are made the representatives of a passive and
unchanging racial community. The systematic re-orientation of politics
away from black subjects began only in 1985, by which time two black
women’s autobiographies had already been published. These were by the
then celebrity Winnie Mandela and the unknown Ellen Kuzwayo.10 The
romantic hagiography of Winnie Mandela’s packaging reveals the road
that was not to be taken again; thereafter, commodification was to follow
Kuzwayo’s humbler example. Even this had to be modified, since like
Mandela’s its taxonomy was openly political: Winnie Mandela’s book is
listed as ‘Biography/Autobiography. World Affairs’ and Kuzwayo is listed
as ‘Autobiography/Politics’. Both books’ blurbs also use ‘political’ as an
adjective: ‘Winnie Mandela narrates the remarkable story of her life and
political development. Courageous and humorous, it is a story as inspir-
ing as that of her husband’ and ‘In telling her own personal and polit-
ical story over 70 years, Ellen Kuzwayo speaks for, and with, the women
among whom she lives and works’. After 1985, politics was phased out
of black classification and description altogether: Steve Biko’s I Write
What I Like is listed most misleadingly under the headings of
‘Biography/Autobiography’.11 White authors such as Nadine Gordimer
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112 Transnationalism and race

instead take up the political nomination: her 1989 essays The Essential
Gesture are classified as ‘Literature/Politics’.12 Depoliticisation also
inheres in the publisher’s exclusions: after Biko’s book came out, there
were no further reprints of historic black leaders’ autobiographies such
as Z.K. Matthews’s or Albert Luthuli’s. Indeed, with the single – and odd
– exception of Bloke Modisane’s Blame Me on History as a Penguin
Modern Classic in 1990, mainstream publishers avoided writing by black
men altogether during this period. This moratorium was broken only
in 1994, with the publication of Nelson Mandela’s Long Walk to
Freedom.13

Part of the depoliticisation process involves desexualisation, so that
works written by elderly women who are no longer biologically genera-
tive replace those by black women of reproductive age. Penguin’s early
blurbing for Winnie Mandela sells her as a romantic soul mate, wife and
mother of black South Africa; this is replaced by Sindiwe Magona’s grand-
motherly persona as signalled by her 1991 autobiography title To My
Children’s Children.14 Profiling black senior women further helps the
publishers to displace threatening black male youth from the metropoli-
tan cultural imagination. Such youth had been sensationalised as the lead-
ers of the ‘race riots’ of England as well as the toyi-toying (dancing in
militaristic style) South African opposition.

Not only autobiography was affected by this metropolitan agenda.
The determination to present senior black South African women as bear-
ers of an authentic racial culture also had an impact on the commodifi-
cation of black women’s fiction. Publishers downplayed both the creative
agency and the personal distinctiveness of these creative writers, prefer-
ring instead to present them as documentarists.15 A quick comparison of
three back covers by the same publisher, Pandora, reveals this.

In 1987, Pandora published fiction by two white women: Menan du
Plessis’s A State of Fear and Carol Barash’s edition of An Olive Schreiner
Reader.16 Their back covers take care to inform the reader about the
author and her achievements. We are given a detailed literary biography
for Schreiner. And about Menan du Plessis we are told that she ‘has
received two awards for A State of Fear: the Olive Schreiner Prize, 1985,
for first novel and the Sanlam Literary Prize, 1986 (shared)’. In 1989 this
press published Miriam Tlali’s Soweto Stories, which significantly was
published in South Africa as the rather more fanciful Footsteps in the
Quag.17 The British title prefers to suggest an ethnographic rather than a
literary project. This back cover supplies no information to the reader
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Transnational productions of Englishness 113

about the author other than that ‘Miriam Tlali is South Africa’s most sig-
nificant black woman writer’. The sales technique subordinates black
women’s aesthetic individuality to a notion of collective culture; for white
women creative writers it is, on the contrary, their aesthetic distinctive-
ness that is commercially paramount.

Although Nadine Gordimer’s essays are classified as ‘Politics’, the
methods for marketing white women’s writings tended to present the
operations of rationality as an alibi for political activism. I have already
alluded to the ways that England’s 1981 and 1984 black protests were
characterised as ‘irrational’ by dominant media. In effect, these represen-
tations racialised rationality as exclusive to white culture. Reason is not
only raced but also sexed in the work of blurb writers: intellectual capac-
ity is made the property of white South African women, whose struggle
to comprehend and transcend apartheid’s racism then becomes analo-
gous to (and as valuable as) the struggle to achieve political transforma-
tion itself.

Starting in the early 1980s, white British feminism had been soundly
criticised by black British feminists for its ‘imperialist’ and racist tenden-
cies.18 These blurbs sell a consoling vision to feminists on the rebound
from this critique: the central representatives of anti-racist knowledge
become white women, whose potential for racism is further mitigated by
their presentation as only partial members of the racist society that has
produced them. This is evident on the back cover of Menan du Plessis’s
novel A State of Fear, set in a restive Cape Town of 1980:

Interpreting this turbulence for us is Anna Rossouw, a young white
teacher at a Coloured high school, who shelters two of her pupils
from arrest. They are engaged in some kind of political resistance,
though Anna never quite knows what … Anna’s concern for them is
central to her attempts to understand herself within the disturbed
society of which she is part and yet not part.

Anna’s political intervention is confined to epistemology; she func-
tions to mediate and interpret knowledge. If South African white women
are only partial members of society, then the same reassuring characterisa-
tion applies to white British women as readers. Such metropolitan packag-
ing thus works very hard to play down any hint of structural responsibility
or ideological complicity. Where the book’s subject matter itself accentu-
ates this complicity, the blurb goes all out to diminish any potential con-
sumer’s discomfort. For instance, Jacklyn Cock’s own title Maids and
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114 Transnationalism and race

Madams: Domestic Workers under Apartheid situates ‘madams’ as integral
to apartheid and to the book’s contents.19 However, the publisher’s back
cover blurb on the contrary avoids any implication of white women in the
situation:

At the very heart of apartheid lies a unique relationship, all the more
powerful because it belongs in the home. It is the relationship
between white employer and black servant – who not only cooks and
cleans but also brings up white babies, while her own are left in the
township for twelve or twenty-four hours a day.

The black employee is gendered; the white employer is not. The blurb fur-
ther compensates by emphasising the white author’s personal bravery and
risk-taking:

In a series of revealing interviews Jacklyn Cock exposes the truth
about the triple oppression of South African domestic workers …
The book was so explosive when it was first published that the
author, a lecturer in sociology at the University of the Witwatersrand,
Johannesburg, received a stream of abusive phone calls and a dyna-
mite attack on her home.

From this metropolitan commodification, there emerges this distinction:
black women tell us their own cultural stories; white women mediate
knowledge. They also work with others to produce joint knowledge. Ruth
First and Ann Scott’s co-written biography of Olive Schreiner is a case in
point. Nadine Gordimer’s puff praises it for being ‘a model of disinter-
ested collaboration and scholarship’.20 Working with other women, like
working on other women, exemplifies their capacity for surpassing a both
a racist position and a racial condition.

However this scenario is rarely seamless. The tensions of this ideo-
logical work become acute when the white subject, like Ruth First, is her-
self a high-profile political activist in the ANC and the South African
Communist Party, whose intellectual work the blurb writers cannot make
to substitute for her activism. This overt political affiliation is out of ide-
ological kilter not only with the cosmopolitan liberal primary readership
of Bloomsbury Press, but also with the culturalist turn of the British
Communist Party which by the late 1980s, under the influence of Stuart
Hall and Martin Jacques, had rejected traditional communist party poli-
tics for its economism, workerism, sexism and anachronistic neglect of
desire, and shifted towards the postmodern possibilities afforded by the
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‘New Times’ of ‘post-Fordism’.21 All this makes its way into the reissue of
Ruth First’s 1965 prison memoirs, 117 Days, to coincide with the film A
World Apart, which was scripted by Ruth First’s daughter Shawn Slovo
and deals with First’s political persecution from the perspective of injured
daughterhood.22

The book’s blurb opens:

In 1963 Ruth First, a militant member of both the ANC and the
South African Communist Party, was detained under the ‘ninety-day’
law. There was no warrant, no charge and no trial. This is her account
of her months in prison, her solitary confinement, interrogation and
instantaneous re-arrest. In 1982 Ruth First was killed by a letter
bomb in Maputo, Mozambique.

The blurb then shifts abruptly to the statements that

In 1988 A World Apart, a film written by Ruth First’s daughter, Shawn
Slovo, herself just a small girl at the time of her mother’s imprison-
ment, is being shown in theatres all over the world, except in South
Africa. 1988 is also the year of Nelson Mandela’s seventieth birthday.

Nowhere here or on the front cover does the blurb inform the uninitiated
that Ruth First is indeed the subject of the film. Here we are told, instead,
who scripted the film and where the film is being exhibited. The blurb
moves into an apparent non sequitur to inform us that 1988 sees Nelson
Mandela turn seventy years of age. The blurb is caught between the con-
tradictory demands of First’s ‘traditional’ style of political commitment
and a postmodern culturalism that wants to inscribe modern cinematic
cultural production and consumption as the locus of political activism.
By way of resolution, the blurb links the mother and daughter through a
notion of transgenerational female victimhood. The mother’s tragedy
becomes her daughter’s; her childhood at the time of her mother’s impris-
onment becomes the object of the reader’s emotional concern. And this
daughter now continues to pay the price for her mother’s politics through
the loss of her freedom to exhibit, or profit from, her film in South Africa.
The jump to Nelson Mandela’s birthday stages a competition of emo-
tional value: Ruth First has lost her life, her daughter has lost both a
mother and a viewing audience. Mandela, however, has survived to a
respectable age. We are not informed that he is still in prison, nor how
many years he has spent in prison, and this is significant for a blurb as fix-
ated on dates and numbers as this one.23
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116 Transnationalism and race

Historical dissociations: apartheid and imperialist nostalgia

The historical relations of England with South Africa pose a major chal-
lenge for blurb writers to negotiate. The challenge lies in tapping the resid-
ual sense of imperial kinship while dissociating white English readers
from responsibility for South Africa’s oppressive social structure. While
the apartheid system was formally initiated in 1948, with the electoral vic-
tory of the Afrikaner National Party, it is best seen as the culmination of
a racist structure that both the metropolitan and colonial English con-
tributed to and profited from. None the less, the fictional narrative of a
benign empire of English liberalism being brutally displaced by an evil
regime of Afrikaner viciousness in 1948 proved to be a resource that met-
ropolitan publishers could avail themselves of. The operations of English
imperialist nostalgia here prove to be quite complex. According to Renato
Rosaldo, such nostalgia typically proceeds from the guilty knowledge of
the imperialist subject’s responsibility for destroying the ahistorical
racialised society he proceeds to elegise.24 The nostalgia peddled by met-
ropolitan publishers instead proceeds on the opposite basis. The lament
is not for the loss of black innocence but for that lost possession of impe-
rial power, which itself takes on the aura of a pure and innocent condi-
tion. Apartheid is lamented for driving a fatal wedge between the empire
and ‘its’ black subjects. The violence that apartheid has done is primarily
to its white English ‘victims’; it is their authentic culture, not that of black
South Africans, that has been destroyed. And part of that English culture
is its dynamic developmentalism. Events of 1948 have removed from the
English their racial-cultural mandate to develop the country into liberal
political modernity.

An important part of this ideological work, then, is that it seeks to cast
black South African subjects as exempt from cultural violence; only
English culture has suffered. Black South African culture remains alive,
well, and comfortably static, mediated by its grandmothers like Ellen
Kuzwayo and Sindiwe Magona. The violence that apartheid racism does
to black people is limited to their status as political and historical subjects.
Racism becomes a condition whose effects can be isolated. Thus the
blurbs for black writing repeatedly present a disjunction: they open by rit-
ually characterising apartheid as an all-powerful evil and then proceed to
an account of a resilient black culture that appears to confound such a
characterisation since its bears no trace of that evil. For example, of
Miriam Tlali’s Soweto Stories we are first told that ‘Her stories sing with
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the sounds of black South Africa, with the languages of Bantu, Lesotho
and Afrikaans as she shows the insidious way that apartheid undermines
every aspect of daily life’. The ‘insidious undermining of every aspect of
daily life’ however vanishes from the blurb’s ensuing account of the sto-
ries, an account that draws upon a discourse of folk comedy to jump from
one story’s scenario to another without informing us how their narratives
develop. The result is the portrait of a township culture characterised by
vitality and resilience:

Velani loves ‘Volksie’, his Volkswagen more than the ‘Struggle’. Aunt
Lizzy recalls her days as a Shebeen Queen when they used to hide
Alcohol from the police in coffins. M’ma Lithoto sits on a crowded
station platform with her niece and bundles of belongings wonder-
ing where to go now that she has left her husband. These are Miriam
Tlali’s people of Soweto – coping with daily life in the city, com-
muting on segregated trains, avoiding the police.

Apartheid’s destructiveness is instead seen to target the imperial project of
English political modernity.The latter includes the developmentalist man-
date to ‘produce’black subjects who are fit for the equality conferred by the
modern state and civil society. Such a mandate is evident in the theme of
education that runs across these blurbs. Ellen Kuzwayo’s rueful nostalgia
spells this out: ‘Not every grandmother, she remarks wryly, can claim that
she had better educational opportunities than her grandchildren.’25

The ‘educational opportunities’ that Kuzwayo invokes predate
apartheid and hark back to the good old days of putative English hege-
mony. Apartheid has deprived the English of their opportunity to educate
black people into modernity. Ultimately these blurbs seek to cement black
culture in a non-developmental tradition (which the women have been
preserving) and, at the same time, to seal white English as the legitimate
agent of black edification. Political modernity and cultural traditionalism
are made to be mutually reinforcing categories.

Apartheid’s metaphysical assault on the missionary educationalist
project of imperial Englishness was so powerful that even settler English
subjects were themselves co-opted. Not Either an Experimental Doll: The
Separate Worlds of Three South African Women openly implicates a white
English woman in this ‘first hand account of the roots of modern
Apartheid and the hated Black education system’.26 Not even Fabian
English university professors were able to withstand apartheid’s anti-edu-
cationalist, anti-developmental logic. The publication explains that
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118 Transnationalism and race

Between 1949 and 1951 three very different South African women
entered into a painful and revealing correspondence, which was to
change their lives. Lily Moya, a young Xhosa girl, desperate to escape
the life dictated to her by a racist state, writes to Mabel Palmer, a ‘lib-
eral’ British expatriate, working in the ‘non European’ section of the
University of Natal. Lily hopes that she can gain educational guid-
ance and friendship from Mabel Palmer. Sibusisiwe Makhanya, one
of the first Black social workers in South Africa, tries to act as a medi-
ator between these two women; but what emerges from these letters
is a series of misunderstandings caused by cultural ignorance, racism
and the fear in whites of having any true, free and equal dialogue
with a Black person.

The letters speak for themselves, but Shula Marks has written an
explanatory introduction and epilogue, which tells us of the tragic
ending to this riveting story.

Giving apartheid the inexorable status of national fate effectively miti-
gates the admission of English complicity. Even black agents cannot resist
it, as is confirmed by the failure of Sibusisiwe Makhanya to broker cross-
racial and cross-cultural understanding. Inescapable historical tragedy is
one means of selling this story of English capitulation. But the blurb also
sells the consoling thought that that white metropolitan women – in the
form of Shula Marks – are now free to resume the educationalist mandate
that apartheid took away. The narrative of its historical impossibility in
fact reinforces the contemporary fulfillability of this imperial educational
role: the more inescapable apartheid was then, ‘over there’, the more
escapable it is now, over ‘here’.

I have been arguing that metropolitan publishers used South Africa’s
contemporary anti-apartheid movement, and its apartheid past, to con-
secrate a post-imperial English subject. This subject is stationed as the
neo-colonial, intellectual agent of South Africa’s social redemption. Such
a scenario assumes that transformative agency is possible, and is the
birthright of white Englishness. However the triumphalist intervention-
ism of this position began to give way in the early 1990s. A new, socially
pessimistic version of metropolitan Englishness emerged to become
hegemonic, fed equally by events in Eastern Europe, the Rushdie Affair,
and the escalation of South African violence that followed the unban-
ning of the ANC in 1990. Together these produced a version of post-
imperial English sovereignty that was characterised not, as before, by its
intellectual authority to lead anti-racist transformation, but instead by
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its superior knowledge of the futility of such a project. This is beauti-
fully illustrated in the reception given South African Rian Malan’s best-
selling My Traitor’s Heart.27 This new post-imperial position selects as
its officiators John le Carré and Salman Rushdie, to authorise the vital
cultural knowledge that political emancipatory, nationalist ideals are
dangerous illusions that either succumb to or disguise racial self-inter-
est.28 The apparently incongruous coupling of these two post-imperial
authorities bears analysis as the sign of a significant new metropolitan
dispensation. Le Carré’s puff lauds Malan’s book as ‘truth telling at its
most exemplary and courageous’; ‘the remorseless exercise of a reporter’s
anguished conscience gives us a South Africa we thought we knew all
about: but we knew nothing’. The historical authority that le Carré com-
mands derives from the Cold War, which le Carré rewrote to feature
English intelligence as the privileged voice of the Free World. His specif-
ically English expertise thus is particularly equipped to recognise ‘truth’
and ‘treachery’ when he reads them. This refigures Englishness as arbi-
trational; consecrated by its adjudicatory and ‘post-political’ role. The
truth that le Carré credits Malan with has been hidden by ‘over-opti-
mistic simplification’, in other words the totalising ideologies of the
South African liberation struggle.

A fatwah-cursed Salman Rushdie is made the principal bearer of this
‘demystificatory’ post-imperial position, which now upholds the verdict
of racial determinism. According to Rushdie, Rian Malan’s value lies in
how 

Along the way he ran into, and faced up to, the truth that is the
making of his book – that for all his nigger-loving, leftist views …
he was still a Malan; that he could only write about the atrocity of
South Africa by admitting the atrocity hidden in his own traitorous
heart … Here, as in nothing I’ve read before, is the demonic voice of
black and Afrikaner South Africa …

The ‘demystification’ that Rushdie lauds rests on a mystique of racial
essence, in which black and white alike are stuck in primordial hostility.
Rushdie significantly confines the demonic voices to ‘black’ and
‘Afrikaner’: English South Africans, are, like white English metropolitan
readers, excused from this scenario. They are thereby confirmed as a
racism-free tribe – though still, of course, a tribe. This English subject can
only shake its head sadly at the ‘heart of darkness’ that unites South
Africa’s more racist tribes.
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Conclusion

The analysis I have been pursuing rests on the materialist premise that
contemporary cultures need to be analysed through their economic
mediations. It is important to look at the contribution that the commod-
ification process makes to the meanings of racial and national identity.
Looking at the metropolitan culture industry as a productive site of post-
imperial Englishness moves us beyond an understanding of national cul-
ture as the product only of sanctified intellectuals (a view that informs
Gilroy’s work). It leads to a greater sense of how the generally anonymous
workers of the culture industry, such as the blurb writers, also facilitate
the ideological production of national cultures. The irony that I earlier
pointed to – that the elements of South Africa that are most threatening
for metropolitan subject constitution are also their greatest potential sell-
ing points – suggests just how complicated the ideological balancing act
is for these workers, to produce a national identity as consumable com-
modity.

This approach also takes us beyond the valuable but none the less
static approach to the transnational receptions of postcolonial culture,
its circulation in ‘the West’, that has been taken by a number of cultural
critics. The discussions of South Africa’s transnational reception by Clive
Barnett, Sikhumbuzo Mngadi and Rob Nixon – important and excel-
lent as they are – share the assumption that the West, or First World, is
a singular entity.29 This implies that South Africa’s transnational signif-
icance for England and for the USA is identical. But the transformation
of South Africa into a prop of post-imperial Englishness is not the same
as South Africa’s commodification within the USA. The two countries’
histories are too dissimilar, and their current relation to global cultural
capital too different, for this equation to hold true. Only by breaking
down the category of ‘the West’ into its national constituents can cul-
tural criticism generate a methodology fully adequate to the task of anti-
colonial opposition.

If in the sphere of transnational studies I am arguing for a greater
attentiveness to national specificity, I am also arguing for an analysis of
national culture that is not limited to race relations within the boundaries
of that nation. My example of South Africa suggests how Englishness is
constituted as much by anti-racist uprisings overseas as by anti-racist
uprisings within Britain: both intranational and international compo-
nents need to be included in future critical work. The challenge remains,
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to find productive ways to combine ‘diasporic’ and ‘postcolonial’ per-
spectives.
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